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Time:   

Location: Stream Global  

Attended By: Crys, Hui Shia, Hector, Wei Chong, Mr. Billy Shum  

Absent with Apologies: Anthony, Tommy  

 

No Agenda: Action By: 

1 Updating of team progress to Mr. Billy 

 Update Billy of our meeting with Prof ben 

 Show introductory video 

 Update on the progress of team 

 Demonstrated features 
 

 

2.  Feedback 
Video 

 Good that it is concise and clearly shows the pain 

 Missing some incredible features that can wow. Include those  
other than the common functionalities such as chat 

 Include the vision in the video, those special cases would 
generate a better impact (e.g assignment and tracking of task, 
who pays what) 

 Do user testing on the video see if the normal audience can 
capture the main point. 

 Avoid jargon like ‘FYP’ 

 Not everyone may know Doodle 

 Slow down certain transitions e.g from wei chong to hector 

 Tone down the background music to highlight the vocal 

 Think about the purpose of the video – what is it for? 
o Does it fulfill your project criteria? 
o If it does, then it’s sufficient. 

 

 Vision of the video 

 whether to include in? 

 

 Market Analysis 
 
  PM Hwee states that: 

 Highlighted that prof Ben states that our market analysis is not fair 
  Billy states that: 

 We need to distinguish if it is meant to be a marketing speech or in-
depth technical analysis  

 As a marketing tool it suffices 

 Important to know what are we solving? 

 Think about the battleground you are choosing to fight on. 

 Instead of feature to feature comparison, can line out the steps you 
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make when planning an event, and detail for each step, which app can 
do this. 

 Show how our app covers the missing links between the other apps. 

 Mobile Application 

 UI for the time not intuitive. Using a wheel would be more intuitive to 
user that it can scroll. 

 

 Where can Event Clique come in 

 Vendor’s venue availability that can be booked at a discounted rate 

 Ticketing side to have a way to buy and disseminate tickets 

 Vendor that endorse our approach to show commercial value 

 

 General Comments 

 Do not be afraid of market saturation 

 Go ahead if you could identify a process/ segment that you can do very 
well. Key is thus to Identify those areas that we could truly deliver 
value 

 Need to show traction/ user base to get investments 
 

 

 Event Clique 
 

 External ticketing is passive. They wanted to be more active that’s why 
have people to form cliques 

 Cliques to tap on bundles and group discounts e.g how much discount 
if more than >25 in the clique 

 Eventclique is doing similar app called outings 

 Eventclique is not just on ticketing -> more of cliques, not just events. 
Ticketing is just a source of income 

 Public and private cliques -> focusing more on the public 

 School events does not go into schools for ticketing -> targeting 
schools such that school can use the platform for ticketing 

 EventClique going towards white-labelling of their system. 
 
  Feedback 

 Think of how do we integrate with event clique 

 We are able to make use of their ticketing platform and integrate 
them to ours 

  Collaboration 

 Possible licensing agreement 

 Provide guidance on commercializing but in return allow them to 
incorporate what we have developed 

 They are developing on .NET framework 
 
  Quotes 

 CEO Jennifer Pok are willing to explore collaboration opportunities 
with us 
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 Might be willing to invest if we start a company 
  

  Questions to Jennifer 

 Do you have free tickets where we could get and to give out for free. 
Use it as a bait for people that sign up for both schedulous and event 
brite.  

 
 

 Events Within SMU 

 Different faculty anniversary, bash 

 Starry Night 

 CSP events 
 
TO-DO 
 
Understand what are the events that event clique handles 
Send email regarding collaboration to Billy, then follow up with Jennifer. 
 
 

 

 

Prepared by: Chong 

Vetted by: Crys 


